
Top tips for selling your

business to an Employee

Ownership Trust



Selling your business to an Employee Ownership Trust

(EOT) is an increasingly popular option for business

owners. It is not for every company and before embarking

on the journey you should be clear that it is the best option

for you and also the employees and it is being done for the

right reasons.  

Assess the options for a sale



For an EO transition to work there has to be the right

culture in the business. This culture is not born overnight

and may take years to develop if not already there.

Employee engagement is critical for the transition to work. 

Create the right culture



A sale to an EOT is similar in many ways to a

management buy-out in that whatever structure is

implemented has to be affordable going forward. 

Often the purchase price is funded by existing cash,

deferred consideration, occasionally external debt

and a retained shareholding by the owners. 

Assess its financial feasibility



An advantage of a sale to an EOT is that the price paid for

the business can be set without any external interference.

However it needs to be at a fair market value which can

stand up to scrutiny by independent trustees and is

reasonable from the “buyers” perspective i.e. management

and employees.

Take advice on value

and structure



If structured right a sale to an EOT can have significant tax

benefits including full capital gains tax relief for exiting

shareholders, a tax (but not NIC) free bonus to each

employee each year and relief from inheritance tax. 

To ensure these reliefs are applicable you should seek

clearance from HMRC using an experienced tax adviser. 

Seek tax clearance



A business that transitions to employee ownership is

often looked on positively by stakeholders including

lenders, customers and suppliers. It is however

important to communicate with them early on to avoid

surprises and to take them on the journey with you. 

Engage with stakeholders


